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In this paper, we report a new model in analysis of spherical thin-shell piezoelectric

transducers for transient response, based on Fourier transform and the principle

of linear superposition. We show that a circuit-network, a combination of a series

of parallel-connected equivalent-circuits, can be used in description of a spherical

thin-shell piezoelectric transducer. When excited by a signal with multiple frequency

components, each circuit would have a distinctive radiation resistance and a radiation

mass, arising from an individual frequency component. Each frequency component

would act independently on the electric/mechanic-terminals. A cumulative signal-output

from the mechanic/electric-terminals is measured as the overall acoustic/electric output.

As a prototype example in testing the new model, we have designed two spherical

shin-shell transducers, applied a gated sine electric-signal as the initial excitation, and

recorded the experimental information. The transient response and the output signals

are calculated based on the new model. The results of calculation are in good agreement

with that of experimental observation.

Keywords: piezoelectric-transducer, electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric impulse response, linear superposition,

radiation impedance, parallel-connected circuit-network

INTRODUCTION

A unique characteristic of the piezoelectric-materials is their ability of electric-mechanical
transduction, converting mechanical energy to electrical energy or vice versa. This remarkable
property embedded in piezoelectric materials has widely been exploited to construct a wide
variety of acoustic transducers for industrial applications, such as electrical engineering, biomedical
engineering, geophysical applications, among others. Following technological progress, the quality
of the piezoelectric transducers has also been improved dramatically, e.g., reduced noise level [1],
lower power consumption [2], and smaller size, etc. The practical applications are far-reaching,
including acoustic experimental measurement [3], acoustic logging [4], mobile and internet
communications [5, 6], intravascular ultrasound [7], medical imaging [8], rangefinders [9],
fingerprint sensors [10], implantable micro-devices [11], nondestructive detection [12–14], early
warning system of the dam damages, and natural hazards [15–22], and so on.

A transient response of an acoustic transducer is critically important to the aforementioned
applications. The quality of a transducer on electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric conversion has a
significant influence on the quality of the measured acoustical-signal. Therefore, the methods
for improving the quality of the transducers have been studied widely [23]. As a matter of
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fact, the radiated-acoustic/measured-electric signal is dependent
not only on the physical and geometrical parameters of the
transducer and physical parameters of the medium around the
transducer, but also on the driving-electric/received-acoustic
signal. However, the influence of the driving-electric/received-
acoustic signals on signal-conversion has rarely been well
managed due to its complexity. In the studies of acoustic-
measurement, either by observing measured acoustic-signal
waveform or in order to the convenience of processing measured
acoustic-signal, many times, some simple ideal analytical-
models are used instead. For example, Ricker first used Ricker
wavelet to describe acoustic source in seismic exploration [24],
while Tsang and Radar used Tsang wavelet to describe that
in acoustic-logging [25]. Following them, almost researchers
used the mathematical expressions of these two wavelets or a
variety of somewhat over simplified acoustic-source functions
(such as Green’s function, truncated Gaussian pulse and so
on) in the forward model-research of acoustic-measurement
or in inversion analysis/processing of measured acoustic signal
[26–39]. These wavelets are only some assumed mathematical
expressions and did not give the real relationship between
driving-voltage signal and radiated acoustic signal-wavelet.
Piqtuette [40, 41] studied the transient response of a transducer
driven by a sine electric-signal, gave a corresponding electric-
acoustic equivalent-circuit of the transducer, and proposed a
suppression method of beginning and ending at zero crossings.
The purpose of this study is to improve the calibration
accuracy of the transducer. However, in many cases, either a
driving electric-signal or acoustic-signal arriving at a receiver
contains multiple frequency components with corresponding
amplitudes and phases. A transducer converts either a driving
electric-signal to an acoustic-signal radiating outward or
an acoustic-signal arriving at the receiver to an electric-
signal (i.e., measured acoustic-signal). So far, there has been
limited reporting of the transient response of the piezoelectric
transducers driven by complex signals. An equivalent-circuit
for electric-acoustic conversion of a transducer with harmonic
vibration was proposed by Fa et al. [42]. These researchers
have derived a corresponding electric-acoustic impulse response
with such a system and attempted to use the convolution
of an electric-voltage signal, who contains multi-frequency
components, with this electric-acoustic impulse response to
describe the acoustic-signal radiated by the source-transducer.
Nevertheless, such a simplified approach has its limitations
in practical application: (i) by reducing the order on time,
the charge Q on each surface of a transducer with respect
to time variable is applicable only to the case of harmonic
vibrations, as shown in the algebraic equation (S22) of
Supplementary Material Note 1; (ii) two mechanic elements in
the established electric-acoustic equivalent-circuit, namely, the
radiation resistance and radiation mass, are the function of
frequency. Therefore, even though the property analysis of the
above equivalent-circuit is somewhat similar to, but different
from that of a real circuit. This equivalent-circuit cannot be
used simply to describe the electric-acoustic conversion property
of the transducer excited by an electric-driving signal with
multi-frequency components. Still, in both of the reported work

FIGURE 1 | A piezoelectric thin spherical-shell transducer.

the transient response-process was oversimplified. Neither of
these studies provided insightful information of the frequency
effect on the electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric conversion of the
transducers.

In this paper we report a new model for piezoelectric
transducers in support of electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric
conversion. Based on Fourier transform and the principle
of linear superposition, for a signal-wavelet with multiple
frequency components, we propose a model of a parallel-
connected equivalent-circuit network to describe the transient
response of the transducer. As a prototype example, the
spherical shin-shell transducer was used to perform the
calculation and analysis. The corresponding experimental
measurements were performed to test the validity of the
proposed new model. The calculated results from the new
model are in good agreement with that of the experimental
observation.

THEORY

Modeling Transient Response of
Transducer
Let’s consider a piezoelectric thin spherical-shell transducer with
an average radius rb and a thin-shell thickness lt , polarized in
the radial direction with electrodes connected to the inner and
the outer surfaces, as shown Figure 1. Because the spherical
radius is much larger than the thickness of the thin-shell (),
we have approximately r0 ≈ r1 ≈ rb and consider rb =
(r0 + r1)/2. The detailed derivations in establishing the circuits
and the expressions of some signs in Figures 2, 3 are presented
in Supplementary Material Notes 1, 2. It is noticeably that the
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FIGURE 2 | Equivalent circuits of a spherical-shell transducer which is excited by a harmonic sine electric/acoustic signal: (A) source; (B) receiver. U1(t) is the driving

voltage source and Ro is its output resistance; Ri is the input resistance of the measurement circuit; V (t) is the voltage signal at electric-terminals of the source; U3(t) is

the electric-signal at electric-terminals of the receiver; mr , Rr , Cm, m, Co, N, and Rm are the radiation mass, radiation resistance, elastic stiffness, mass, clamped

capacitance, mechanical–electric conversion coefficient, fraction force resistance of transducer, respectively; and vr (t) is the vibration velocity at the transducer surface.

FIGURE 3 | A Schematic representation of a transmission network which shows an acoustic-measurement process. N is the total number of components in

frequency spectrum of a driving electric-signal. U1j is the jth frequency component in driving electric-signal. vr1j is the jth sine frequency component of transducer

surface’s vibration velocity. vr3j is the jth sine frequency component in acoustic-signal arriving at the receiver. U3j is the jth frequency component of measured

electric-signal created by acoustic-electric conversion of receiver, where j = 1, 2, …, N.

normalized electric-acoustic conversion property is reciprocal to
its acoustic-electric conversion property.

For a spherical thin-shell piezoelectric transducer with
harmonic vibration motion, the equations of motion can be
solved to establish the corresponding equivalent-circuits as
shown in Figure 2.

Applications of residue theorem to the transducer of
Figure 2A which is excited by a sine electric-signal, the electric-
acoustic impulse response yields potentially the following
functional patterns, namely, over-damping, critical-damping
and under-damping (oscillatory). And these patterns can be
expressed by
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h1(t) =























A1exp (−α1t) +
[

B1ch
(√

3Bt
)

+ C1sh
(√

3Bt
)]

exp (−β1t) , D < 0 (1a)

A2exp (−α1t) + B2exp (−β1t) + C2texp (−β1t) , D = 0 (1b)

A3exp (−α1t) + B3exp (−β1t) cos (ω1t + ϕ1) . D > 0 (1c)

In Equations (1a–c),D is a resultant parameter obtained from the
various physical and geometrical parameters of the transducer
defined in Supplementary Materials. Practically, the transducer
works only with the oscillatory pattern. The derivation of
Equations (1a–c) and the various coefficients are given in
Supplementary Material Note 1. Similarly, to the transducer
in Figure 2B, we have the oscillatory acoustic-electric impulse
response

h3(t) = Ā3 exp[−α3t]+ D̄3 exp[−β3t] cos(ω3t + ϕ3). (2)

The derivation of Equation (2) and its various coefficients are
presented in Supplementary Material Note 2.

For harmonic vibration of a transducer’s surface, two
mechanical components (radiation resistance and radiation
mass) in the equivalent-circuits shown in either Figures 2A,B are
functions of vibration frequency. However, for most cases, either
the electric-signal of an exciting source transducer or acoustic-
signal arriving at the receiver-transducer is a signal-wavelet with
multi-frequency components. Excited by an electric/acoustic
signal-wavelet with multi-frequency components, the vibration
of the transducer’s surface also consists of many sine frequency
components.

Because from Fourier transform the electric-signal/acoustic-
signal of exciting transducer can be expressed as a linear
superposition of sine-wave components with different amplitude,
frequency and phase, the electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric
excitation process may be represented by a parallel-connected
network which consists of many electric-acoustic/acoustic-
electric conversion equivalent-circuits as shown by Parts I and
III in Figure 3, and each of these equivalent-circuits has its
own unique electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric impulse response
owing to its distinctive radiation resistance and radiation mass.

A continuous driving electric-signal U1(t) with amplitude
spectrum S(ω)and phase spectrum φ(ω) can be decomposed into
N frequency components by N-point discrete Fourier transform.
Each frequency component can be written as

U1j(t) =
∣

∣S(ωj)
∣

∣ cos
[

ωjt + φ(ωj)
]

, (3)

where j= 1, 2, 3 . . . . . . N, |S(ωj)| and φ(ωj) are the amplitude and
the phase of the jth sine frequency component. So, a normalized
driving electric-signal is obtained as

U1(t) =
N

∑

j=1

U1j(t)/max
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 . (4)

The output from the jth circuit of Part I in the parallel network
(Figure 3) is a convolution of the jth sine frequency component
in the driving electric-signal and the jth electric-acoustic impulse
response function.

vr1j(t)
∣

∣

ωj
= [U1j(t)

∗h1j(t)]
∣

∣

ωj
. (5)

Then, the normalized vibration speed of the surface of the
spherical shell transducer (i.e., radiated acoustic-signal) can be
written by

vr1(t) =
N

∑

j=1

vr1j(t)
∣

∣

ωj
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∣

∣

∣

∣

]

. (6)

For the jth frequency component of the radiated acoustic-
signal, if the propagation medium produces an acoustic impulse
response h2j(t)|ωj , it would yield the jth frequency component
arriving at the receiver.

vr3j(t,ωj) = [vr1j(t)
∗h2j(t)]

∣

∣

ωj ,t1j
. (7)

where, t1j is the propagation time of the jth sine frequency
component from the source to the receiver.

The acoustic-electric conversion of a transducer is an inverse
of electric-acoustic conversion. The jth frequency component of
an acoustic-signal arriving at the receiver passes the jth circuit
(Part III of Figure 3) and is converted to an electric-signal

U3j(t) = [vr3j(t) ∗ h3j(t)]
∣

∣

ωj ,t1j
. (8)

Then, the measured acoustic-signal (i.e., the electric-signal at
electric-terminals of the receiver) is a collection of the output
from all circuits in Part III of the network (Figure 3), normalized
as

U3(t) =
N

∑

j=1

U3j(t)|ωj/max

[

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N
∑

j=1

U3j(t)|ωj

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

]

. (9)

Now, we can conclude that an acoustic-measurement process
can be achieved through the parallel-connected transmission
network, as shown in Figure 3.
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Transient Process in a Prototype Spherical
Shell Transducer
Using piezoelectric material PZT4, we have built two spherical
shin-shell transducers polarized in radius direction, whose
spherical radius rb = 7.5mmand shin-shell thickness lt =
1.5mm. The typical physical parameters of PZT4 are εT33 =
130.4186 × 10−10F/m2,sE11 = 12.7 × 10−12m2/N, sE12 =
−4.15 × 10−12m2/N, d31 = −127 × 10−12m/Vand ρ =
7.5 × 103kg/m3[42]. We have also selected water as the medium
around the transducer. The density of water ρm = 1.000 g/cm3;
the propagation velocity of P-wave in water vm = 1,428.6 m/s.

For a transducer defined in Figure 2, as a source or as a
receiver, the calculated parameter D is >0 and the transducer
is always in oscillatory mode. Meanwhile, we define a free-
mechanical-load transducer as a transducer in vacuum and
choose Rr= mr= Rm= 0. For the cases of mechanical-load, we
select the parameter Rm = 0.2 × 4πr2

b
ρm. And normalized by

their correspondingmaxima at the free-mechanical-load both the
electric-acoustic and the acoustic-electric conversion properties
are shown in Figure 4.

At the central-frequency 119.2 kHz of the free-loading, both
the source and receiver transducers have a maximum transition
amplitude which is the largest for all cases. For the mechanical-
loaded transducers with harmonic forced-vibrations, a lower
forced-vibration frequency corresponds to a lower central-
frequency with a larger maximum transition amplitude. With
the increased vibration frequency going close to the free-load
resonance frequency f 0, a mechanical-loaded transducer shows
a maximum transition-amplitude but it is much smaller than
that of the spherical shell transducer free-vibration. These
observations confirm that the electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric
conversion is dependent not only on the physical and geometrical
parameters of a transducer and the physical parameters of the
medium around the transducer, but also the forced-harmonic
vibration frequency. Understandably, the values of radiation
resistance and radiationmass are the function of forced-vibration
frequency.

Let’s consider a gated sine electric-signal as the source of
excitation,

U1(t) =
[

H(t)−H(t − t0)
]

U0 sin (ωst) . (10)

where, U0, ωs and t0 are the amplitude, angular frequency, time-
window of the driving electric-signal, respectively; and H(·) is
Heaviside unit step function. A simple Fourier transform yields
the source signal in frequency domain

S1(ω) = U0{ωs − (ωs cosωst0 + jω sinωst0)

exp[−jωt0]/(ω
2
s − ω2). (11)

Now, as an example for the current analysis, we select the source
signal parameters U0 = 1 V, fs = ωs/2π =115.0 kHz and t0 =
2/fs. Then, the central frequency of this driving electric-signal is at
110.56 kHz which is slightly smaller than the value of fs. Figure 5
shows that the theoretical waveform of the driving electric-signal

agrees well with the waveform synthesized by discrete Fourier
transform, a multidimensional one-way permutation[43]. In
turn, it guarantees the accuracy of our following analysis.

We expanded the gated sine driving electric-signal as a
series of sine-waves with different frequency, amplitude and
phase. Applying each of these sine-components as an individual
excitation source for the parallel circuits of Figure 3, we obtained
an output signal from each parallel circuit in this network.
The results of calculations from Equation 5 are very revealing
(Figure 6). Figures 6A–D are the acoustic-signals radiated from
the source transducer when it is excited by several selected
sine-components, showing that for each circuit in the network,
the transient response has a brief transition period right after
the excitation followed by a regular sine-vibration with a
corresponding frequency. The cumulative output of all parallel
circuits in Part I of Figure 3 forms the vibration velocity on
the surface of the spherical shell transducer, which is given
by the black-curve in Figure 6E. The corresponding amplitude
spectrum is given by the black-curve in Figure 6F, showing that
the central frequency of the radiated acoustic-signal is 115.83 kHz
which is smaller than the free-load central frequency 119.2 kHz
and larger than that of gated sine driving electric-signal at
110.56 kHz. We choose a theoretical model of assumed acoustic-
source in previous published literature, Tsang wavelet, as an
example to perform comparison with the parallel-connected
equivalent-circuit model proposed by us. The expressions of
Tsang wavelet in time and frequency domains [25] are

x(t) = 4αt exp[−αt] sin(ω0t)H(t), (12)

X(f ) =
8αω0(α − jω)

[(α − jω)2 + (ω0)
2]
, (13)

where α is a damping coefficient, ω0 = 2π f0 andω = 2π f .
Let f0(= ω0/2π) be equal to 115.76 kHz and α be equal to

0.3ω0/π , 0.5ω0/π and 0.7ω0/π , the waveforms and amplitude
spectra of Tsang wavelet are calculated as shown by magenta,
green and blue curves in Figure 6, respectively. The larger the
value of α is, the shorter the waveform duration of Tsang
wavelet is and the narrower its amplitude spectrum is. There are
some apparent differences between the waveform and amplitude
spectrum of Tsang wavelet and those of our model (black curves)
in Figure 6. The head-wave amplitudes of Tsang wavelet are
greater than that of our model, and it has more low/high
frequency components compared to our model.

The acoustic-signal radiated from the studied source
transducer is spherical. If we assume that water is an ideal
elastic medium, then the acoustic-signal propagating inside the
water could have potentially geometrical attenuation but not
viscous attenuation. Additionally, all frequency components
of the acoustic-signal would propagate in the same speed; the
shapes of the waveform and frequency spectrum would not
change; and the amplitude would decrease with respect to the
increased propagation distance only. Under these conditions, we
are interested to find only the signals at the electric-terminals of
the receiver-transducer. The acoustic impulse response of water
can then be written as
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FIGURE 4 | The impulse response and corresponding amplitude spectrum for spherical shell transducer: (A) the impulse response; (B) the amplitude spectrum. The

electric-acoustic and acoustic-electric impulse responses and amplitude spectra are normalized by their corresponding maxima for free mechanical-load. The cyan

line is the case of free mechanical-load. The other lines are for mechanical-load, where the magenta, blue, red, and black lines stand for the gated sine driving

electric-signals with fs = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.5 in unit of f1 = 115.0 kHz, respectively.

FIGURE 5 | The waveforms of the gated sine driving electric-signal with two cycles and fs = 115 kHz, where fs = ωs/2π . (A) The amplitude spectrum; (B) the phase

spectrum; and (C) the waveform. The solid line in (C) is from theoretical calculation and the cycle line is the synthesized waveform from discretized amplitude and

phase spectra.
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FIGURE 6 | The convolution of the gated sine driving electric-signal with the electric-acoustic impulse response from the parallel connected network of a spherical

shin-shell transducer as well as the waveform and amplitude spectrum of Tsang wavelet: (A–D) are the convolutions of selected frequency components of electric

driving-signal with corresponding electric-acoustic impulse response at fi = 0.1f1, 0.2f1, 0.5f1, and 1.5f1, where f1 = 115 kHz and t0 = 2/f1; (E) is the normalized

waveforms, which are a cumulative convolution of all frequency components in the network, and those of Tsang wavelet; (F) is the normalized amplitude spectrum of

our transducer’s transient response model and the amplitude spectra of Tsang wavelet.

h2(t) = δ (t − t1) /(1+ r), (14)

where, h21 (t,ω1) = ... = h2j
(

t,ωj

)

= ...h2N (t,ωN) =
h2(t), t1 and r are the propagation time and distance of
the radiated signal in water. To determine the quality of a
transducer on electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric conversion, one
of the most important piece of information comes from the
analysis of the output signal after electric-acoustic transduction.
To accomplish this operation, we set a distance from the source-
transducer to the receiver-transducer at 0.73m. Applying the
gated-sine driving electric-signal to the source-transducer, we
have calculated the cumulative output signals on the receiver-
transducer. Figures 7A–D show the convoluted signals at the
receiver-transducer (Part III of Figure 3) from a few selected
frequency components in the acoustic-signal arriving at the
receiver-transducer. Again, the transient response has a brief

transition period initial excitation followed by a regular sine-
vibration with a corresponding frequency.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative signals of waveform and
amplitude spectrum at the electric-terminals of the transducer,
in comparison to the experimental observation from the
theoretical model. Comparing the calculated results of the
theoretical model with the measured acoustic-signal at the
electric-terminals of the receiver-transducer, it shows that
the measured signal has a slightly larger time window and
its central frequency is 115.76 kHz, which is slightly lower
than that (116.47 kHz) obtained from calculation. Meanwhile,
comparing to the acoustic-signal radiated by the source-
transducer from theoretical calculation, we also can see that
the signals at the receiver-transducer’s electric-terminals from
theoretical calculation andmeasurement have slightly larger time
windows and the widths of their amplitude spectra become
slightly narrower. However, the central frequency (115.76 kHz)
of the measured acoustic-signal is slightly lower than that of the
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FIGURE 7 | The convoluted signals at the receiver (Part III of Figure 3) from several selected sine frequency components. (A–D) are the cases of fi = 0.1f1, 0.2f1,

0.5f1, and 1.5f1, respectively.

acoustic-signal radiated by the source transducer (115.83 kHz)
from theoretical calculation. We believe that this is caused
by so called acoustic-electric filtering effect of the transducer.
Through acoustic-electric filtering inside the transducer, the
frequency components of the signal far away from the transducer’
central frequency (near to 116.67 kHz) are filtered or strongly
oppressed.

As an alternative test for the newly proposed model in
this paper, we have calculated the frequencies corresponding
to the main peaks of amplitude spectra of both the acoustic-
signal radiated at the source transducer and the electric-signal
at the receiver-transducer as a function of gated-sine driving
electric-signal’s frequency (fs). These relationships are compared
to the data from our experimental measurement, shown in
Figure 9.

The above calculated results show that the waveform
and frequency spectrum of the radiated acoustic-signal are
determined by both the property of the electric-acoustic
conversion and that of the driving electric-signal. For a given
transducer, the radiated acoustic-signal varies with the driving
electric-signal.

DISUCUSSION

To confirm the rationality of the newly proposed transient
response model of the transducer, we have developed an
experimental measurement system specially, which consists of
a mechanical assembly, an electrical hardware module, and a
system software module aimed at control and computation
and its structure-flowchart is shown Figure 10. The mechanical
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FIGURE 8 | Normalized electric-signals at the receiver-transducer (Part III of Figure 3). The solid lines are from the theoretical model and the dotted-lines are from

experimental measurement. (A) Waveform. (B) Amplitude spectrum.

FIGURE 9 | The relationship between the frequency (fs) of the gated driving sine-electric-signal and the main-peak frequencies of amplitude spectra for radiated and

measured acoustic-signals: dash-dot line is the calculated acoustic-signal radiated at the source-transducer’s mechanical-terminals; solid line is the calculated

electric-signal at receiver-transducer’s electric-terminals; and dotted line is the experimentally measured electric-signal at receiver-transducer’s electric-terminals.

assembly includes steering-engines, stepping motors, sliding
rails, and a silencing tank. The electrical-hardware comprises
a computer for graphic interface, an electric-signal waveform
generator, a power amplifier and a microcontroller which is used
to control the space position and direction of source/receiver,
a digitizer with 16–24 bit and 5–15 MHz sampling rate and
a desktop.. For so high resolution and sampling rate, the
system can guarantee accurate measurement of experimental
verification.

We also specially fabricated two spherical shin-shell
transducers with piezoelectric material PZT4, polarized in
radius direction, whose inner spherical radius and thickness are
7.5mm and 1.5mm, respectively. The physical and mechanical
parameters of the two spherical shell transducers are the same
as those used in the calculations. We put them in a silencing
tank fulled with water for experimental measurement. We also
set two transducers in water, separated by a distance of 0.73m.
One transducer was used as source and another one was used as
receiver.

During experimental measurement, the desktop sends a
command to the waveform generator and make it create a gated
sine electric-signal with two cycles and f s = 115 kHz. By power
amplification, the gated sine electric-signal provided excitation
to the source transducer to emit acoustic-signal. The radiated
acoustic-signal propagated to the receiver through water as the
medium and then was converted to the electric-signal which was
acquired by the digitizer and provided feed-back to the desktop
computer control central. By using this system we obtain the
transient responses of a realistic spherical shell PZT transducer
polarized in radius direction.

The waveform and amplitude spectrum of the electric-
signal at receiver-transducer’s electric-terminals were measured
and compared to the theoretical calculation based on the
newly proposed model, as given in Figure 8. The frequency
corresponding to the amplitude spectrum’s main-peak varies
with the frequency f s of the gated sine electric-signal. The
measured relationship between them was given in Figure 9, also
provided a comparison between the theoretical calculations and
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FIGURE 10 | Block diagram of experimental measurement system.

the experimental observation. From Figure 8 we find that the
acoustic-signal waveform (at the receiver’s electrical terminals)
from the theoretical calculation is very similar to that from
experimental measurement and this fact shows that our model of
source-transducer’s transient-response is more closed to practical
case compared to the assumed Tsang wavelet model. The
central frequency of the calculated acoustic-signal at the electric-
terminals is 116.47 kHz and that of the measured acoustic-
signal is 115.76 kHz. The frequency corresponding to amplitude
spectrum’s main-peak in Figure 8B varies with the frequency
fs of the gated sine electric-signal and the relationship between
them is measured as shown as the dotted-curve in Figure 9. It is
worth noting that when the frequency of the gated sine electric-
signal is far away the central-frequency of the transducer, the
value of this main-peak can be smaller than that of sub-peak for
the amplitude spectrum curves. So, a good agreement between
theoretical calculation and experimental measurement has been
achieved.

By the modeling, calculations and experimental
measurements, we have a further understanding for the
transient responses of the electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric
conversions of the piezoelectric transducer. (i) For the spherical
shell transducer in theory, there are three states of either
electric-acoustic conversion or acoustic-electric conversion:

overdamped, critically damped and oscillatory mode. However,
only the last mode is of practical application. (ii) The electric-
acoustic conversion property of the transducer is reciprocal to
its acoustic-electric conversion property. (iii) In the practical
application of the transducer, either the driving electric-signal
of inputting to the transducer’s electric-terminals or the
acoustic-signal of inputting to its mechanical-terminals contains
a lot of frequency components. Because the two mechanic
elements (radiation resistance and radiation mass) in the
transducer’s equivalent-circuit are functions of the frequency
and the equivalent-circuit is established from the harmonic
vibration status of the transducer, the acoustic measurement
process can be viewed as a signal transmission system with
many parallel-connected equivalent-circuits. (iv) The properties
of the electric-acoustic/acoustic-electric conversions of the
transducer (including its impulse response, amplitude spectrum
and central- frequency) are not only determined by the physical
and geometrical parameters of the transducer and the physical
parameters of the medium around the transducer, but also by the
property and type of the driving electric-signal. (v) Except for the
property of propagation medium, the properties of the measured
acoustic-signal in time and frequency domains also depend on
the electric-acoustic/electric-electric conversion property and
the properties of driving electric-signal. (vi) Comparing to the
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assumed acoustic-source models as reported in the literatures,
e.g., Tsang wavelet, the new model of the transducer’s transient
response proposed in this paper is more realistic in practical
applications.
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